has confined spectral potential such as SPOT and Cartosat-1 panchromatic images. This necessitates the enhancement of the data to support the classification of the different objects present in satellite image. In general, this can be done either by performing the analysis of data to expand the object feature space or by fusing it with some other data.
Introduction
Traditional methods employed in the classification of multispectral images generally use image spectral signature. It is commonly accepted in segmentation of spectrally homogeneous object classes because it is possible to outline fairly clean and representative training areas. However, outcome of such techniques are not satisfactory, especially in the applications involving the mapping of the manmade features and other inhomogeneous features in typical urban scenes. The outcomes of these methods are characterized by limited accuracy and low reliability (Haala, Brenner 1999) . The reason behind this is that the urban objects are better recognized through their spatial properties rather than the spectral reflectance properties (Zhang 1999) . In addition, it is very difficult to distinguish between two objects having high spectral similarity, such as roof of a building and pavements that are made using same material. Similarly, areas covered with green grass cannot be distinguished from tree.
The above mentioned traditional approach has poor performance in case of remote sensing data that methods to obtain multiple texture features and used these features to classify various objects in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery. Improved classification results were obtained.
High resolution satellite images are often used in applications where high quality segmentation results are expected. To obtain the high quality segmentation results, object feature base is required to be expanded that include textural, spectral and contextual features (Kiema 2002 ).
Theoretical background
Texture refers the frequency of tonal variation in an image. The first and second order statistics (co-occurrence matrices) are by far the most used statistical methods for texture discrimination. First order texture measures are one of the simplest descriptor that is more popular in image processing. Single pixel is used in calculation of gray level histogram. It indicates that the histogram consists of first order statistical information about the image. The shape of histogram plays a very important role in identifying the image characteristics. For example, a low-contrast image has the narrowly distributed shape of the histogram. If the image contains the object with a very narrow intensity range on a background of deffering intensity, will have the bimodal shape of the histogram (Srinivasan, Shobha 2008). Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is also known as Gray Tone Spatial Dependency (GTSD) matrix. The first order statistics uses original image values such as standard deviation but fails to consider the spatial relationship of neighbouring pixels. The second order statistics takes care of spatial relationship between groups of two pixels in original image. Since remote sensing images contain the abundant texture information of different type, which necessitates the texture extraction method that can capture spatial variation among pair of pixels.
Consider, an image X of M×M dimension and L gray levels is defined as:
( 1) In order to calculate the GLCM one must first define the window size, number of grey levels and offset direction. Where L is the number of grey levels considered, the GLCM will be an L×L matrix (Beliakov et al. 2008) . GLCM texture considers the relation between two pixels at a time, called the reference and the neighbour pixel. The L×L Gray level co-occurrence
where each entry (i, j) in matrix W d represents the number of occurrences of pair of gray levels i and j at distance d apart. Consider an example of image X of size 4×4 having 4 gray levels shown in Figure 1 . GLCM for image I will be of size 4×4. 
The resultant co-occurrence matrix has to be made symmetric by adding the matrix in displacement vector d with the matrix obtained in -d direction of displacement vector i.e. W d + W -d . Some useful texture features that can be derived from GLCM are as follows (Albregtsen 1995) .
Energy: it is also known as uniformity or Angular Second Moment (ASM). It provides the sum of squared elements in the Gray level co-occurrence matrix:
Contrast: this feature measures the local variation in the gray level concurrence matrix:
Entropy: it is a measure of randomness:
Homogeneity: this feature measures the closeness of the distribution of element in the Gray level co-occurrence matrix to the diagonal of GLCM:
Dissimilarity: this is similar to contrast but increase linearly. If the local region has the high contrast, the value of dissimilarity is also high.
Data resources, instrumentation and study area
The investigations of present research work have been carried out for the satellite images of different spatial resolution sensors for the Saharanpur district in India and details are as given in the Table 1 . The study area includes Behat and sorrounding areas in Saharanpur district having area central point coordinates 30° 10′ 36″ N Latitude and 77° 35′ 36″ E Longitude. Various texture images have been generated in MATLAB software environment. The ERDASImagine version 2013 is also used for the pre-processing and other image analysis tasks.
Methodology
The methodology for the research work consists of four steps. First step includes the preprocessing of the Panchromatic (PAN) and Multispectral images. The preprocessing of input data is carried out to enhance the appearance and to eliminate the geometric distortions. Secondly, Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) texture descriptors along with the texture images using different pixel window are obtained from preprocessed images received from previous step. Third step is to produce two images (i) fusion of Multispectral with PAN image (ii) Fusion of PAN with Texture image. Fouth step is to classify the two images along with the PAN image alone by employing the maximum likelihood classification approach for the purpose of topographic object extraction. The adopted methodology for topographic objects extraction is summarized in Figure 2 . 
Results and discussion
Five texture descriptors are extracted from the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and five texture images of the study area corresponding to each texture descriptor has been generated as shown in Figure 3 .
Urban areas are highlighted and appeared as lighter shades of gray where as water bodies in darker shades of gray in contrast and dissimilarity images of texture because both the measures of texture captures the local variation in gray level. On the other hand urban area has darker shades of gray and water bodies in lighter shades of gray in homogeneity and angular second moment texture images.
The effect of using different window size to produce homogeneity texture image has been shown in Figure 4 . The best classification results are obtained when 3×3 window size is used to produce texture images. easily be recognized, while the multispectral images contain affluent spectral information (Shi et al. 2005) . The capabilities of the images can be enhanced if the advantages of both high spatial and spectral resolution can be integrated into one single image that can be done using a process known as image fusion. The outcome of image fusion is a new image which is more worthy for human and machine perception or further image-processing tasks such as segmentation, feature extraction and object recognition. Various fusion techniques are available in literature; here we have used resolution merge approach to fuse various images with one another. Resolution merge approach is adopted because it is found best for classification (yang et al. 2012) .
Image classification
Maximum Likelihood Classification (MLC) is considered as one of the most accurate method for image classifications as accepted by various researchers (AlAhmadi, Hames 2009). MLC operates by calculating the probability distribution function for each class present in the image. In our research work, the whole study region has been categorized into five landuse/ cover classes viz. urban, water body, planned trees, roads and agricultural area using MLC method. PAN image has been classified into five classes as shown in Figure 5 . Classification results of the PAN image are very poor as most of the classes have got mixed with the other classes (e.g. Road class has mixed with water class and planned trees has mixed with agriculture). Accuracy of the classification has been improved further when classification is carried out on fused image resulting from incorporation of texture band image using same classification method. Water bodies (river and canal), roads and planned trees are well classified with very minute misclassification as depicted from Figure 6 . The results of classification are further improved in Figure 7 , with the inclusion of multispectral image. Accuracy assessment of classified images has been conducted with reference to Google Earth. Overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient of classified images are obtained and summarized in Table 2 . It has been observed that classification result of the fused images is better than the PAN image alone. In Figure 6 , almost all the classes are clearly distinguishable. The increase in overall accuracy is 7.772% and 12.351% when texture band and texture plus multispectral bands are fused with the original PAN image respectively. 
Image fusion
Image fusion is a process combining two or more images to produce a single image with high visual interpretability. On a high spatial resolution panchromatic image (PAN), detailed geometric features can 
Conclusions
In this paper, the effect of incorporating the texture information along with the image fusion in classification process is discussed. The Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix based texture measures have been adopted and five texture features are extracted from the Cartosat-1 satellite image. The obtained results indicate that homogeneity texture image generated using 3×3 window size is best suitable for topographic objects extraction from satellite images. The best classification results with overall accuracy 85.0% and kappa coefficient 0.80 are obtained when classification is performed on fused image (Multispectral + PAN + Texture).
